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UMFA Touch Tour
BTSALP specialists, classroom teachers and
university partners joined the Utah Museum
of Fine Arts educators for a 2-hr Professional
Development that highlighted visual literacy
and object based learning as great teaching
tools for students of all abilities.

They spent time learning and experiencing
art at the UMFA from different perspectives
using all 5 senses. They discovered galleries
both on a sighted tour, and on a blindfolded
“touch tour” where they actually got to touch
the art!

Artist Gene Davis created art
using a technique called “hardedge painting” that uses both
paint and masking tape.

Hard-edged drawing:
Participants brainstormed a
story they wanted to tell. They
drew one simplified sketch
that illustrated this story. Using
different colors of masking
tape, they created their own
hard-edged drawing using the
tape instead of a pencil.

They spent some time
making their own art as
a sighted student (Hardedged drawings) and again
from the perspective of
a student with a vision
impairment (Self portraits
with clay.)

SENSEational: Accessing Art Through the Senses
Lesson Plan by Laura Decker
Utah Museum of Fine Arts • www.umfa.utah.edu
Educator Resources
The artist, Gene Davis, was quoted as saying “I became
convinced that the way to make really good art was to do the
outrageous, the unexpected---to be a renegade. That was my
philosophy---to explore the seemingly impossible in art, to do
things that they’re new for their own sake, whether they they’re
good or bad.”
Jasmine Sidewinder #91 is visually very simple and abstract.
Davis was not interested in painting objects or events, but
rather representing emotion and ideas through color. He wanted
viewers to spend time exploring each color and to analyze their
relationships—how they “operate across the painting.”
Overview
This lesson explores the idea of “slow art,” in which you look at
a single piece of art for an extended period of time. Slow art is
a great means of accessing and interpreting a piece through
many different senses. This method is ideal for diverse groups
of students who benefit from different teaching/learning styles.
Objective: Using Jasmine Sidewinder #91 as inspiration, students
will interact with a work of art using all five senses.

Jasmine Sidewinder #91,
Gene Davis (1920-1985)

Visual & Tactile
Explore the scale of the object from different
angles: Does the scale change if you are
sitting on the ground? Standing in front, or
standing 15 feet away?
•

Is the painting bigger or smaller than you
thought after you recreated it?

•

Why does it look bigger or smaller from
different viewpoints? (You can talk about
perspective and vantage point.)

•

Students can also work together to come
up with different patterns based on the
existing one (complimentary colors, warm
and cool colors, gradient pattern, etc).

Smell & Taste
Pass around a variety of scents
and candies to involve the
senses of taste and smell in the
looking experience.
•

Which taste is most
representative of the work
of art? Which smell best
represents it?

•

Which taste and smell least
represent the piece?

Sound
Gather a bunch of instruments
and let students experiment to
recreate the work of art through
different sounds. Have students
think about which instrument(s)
sound most like the painting.

They received lesson plans to use in the classroom. The
goal of this workshop was to familiarize teachers with
the use of object-based learning and visual literacy with
sighted students and students with vision impairments.

